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Recognition of acoustic signals when perception is subject to interference from noise has already been extensively studied. In this study the influence of hearing protectors (HP) (plugs, muffs) and hearing loss on signal recognition is examined. Different spectrums and levels of the noise are also included. The test results are shown as the masked threshold for the signals heard and identified. In the case of normally hearing subjects a frequency-independent HP (plug) improves hearing performance, while frequency-dependent HP (muffs) tends to worsen it, especially with low-frequency noise. Hearing losses even worsen hearing performance when plugs are worn. Design suggestions are made to optimise signal recognition. Minimum signal-to-noise ratio and the use of HP are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

High noise levels often interfere with the perception of signals. At workplaces the noise level is frequently between 80 and 105 dB(A). If at workplaces the rating level, $L_{A_r}$, or the equivalent continuous sound pressure level, $L_{Aeq,8-hr}$ exceeds 80/85/90 dB(A) hearing protectors (HP) should or must be worn in order to avoid hearing impairment [1, 2]. A reliable recognition of danger signals is an absolute prerequisite for accident prevention. This need to hear and recognise danger signals when working—accident prevention—on the one hand and the avoidance of hearing impairment by wearing HP on the other have given rise to lively discussions. In particular it has been necessary to answer the question as to whether individuals can also hear danger signals with an adequate degree of reliability when wearing HP. The answer must be given for workplaces with a high noise level (about 5–10% of all workplaces) but especially for track laying work where accidents repeatedly happen.

From an acoustic point of view the signal-to-noise ratio ($DL$) is crucial for hearing performance. HP are mainly characterised by their attenuation. The attenuation of HP is frequency-dependent. Owing to the frequency-dependent attenuation, the signal-to-noise ratio at the ear and hence signal recognition with the use of HP may change [3, 4]. In the threshold range where the signal can only just be heard with the presence of interfering noise, the wearing of HP can change this threshold for the signal [5, 6].

The present study is intended to help clarify the influence of wearing HP on the recognition of tyfon signals with the presence of typical noise during work on railway tracks. The tyfon signal used for work on railway tracks warns workers of approaching trains on the relevant track or adjacent track. Persons with normal hearing and with impaired hearing are included.
2. RECOGNITION OF ACOUSTIC SIGNALS

Recognition of signals is a process with a number of aspects [7, 8]. From the different acoustic stimuli from the surrounding area, the signal must be discovered as a relevant acoustic change: the signal is recognised, i.e., it is heard and it is distinguished as such from other sound events and it is identified as a signal. In this study one area of prime interest is recognition capacity, i.e., the hearing and identification performance of subjects under certain acoustic conditions. A measure of the audibility of signals is the masked threshold. The masked threshold is the sound level of the signal at which this signal can also just be heard against the noise [9]; an equivalent quantity—clearer defined—is the masked threshold at which 50% of the signals presented can be heard. The masked threshold used in this study is the signal-to-noise ratio, at which 50% of a presented signal can be heard or identified. Identification of signals includes the ability of the subjects to correctly assign the learnt meaning of an individual signal.

If HP are worn in a quiet environment the attenuation of HP may push ambient signals, especially the high-frequency portions of such signals, to below the subjects’ hearing threshold to the point at which they become inaudible. For subjects with normal hearing this only applies with regard to relatively quiet ambient signals, which may, however, be important for orientation purposes. For hearing-impaired subjects, who may suffer hearing loss of between 30 and 60 dB or more, the hearing threshold is raised by HP to the point at which even loud signals may no longer be audible [3, 4, 10, 11, 12].

Sandstede [13], who examined signals and machine noise in the paper-processing industry, believed that the application of HP (cotton wool) would not increase the accident risk provided they were properly selected.

In an extensive study Levin [14] tested the perception of acoustic signals when HP were worn. The noise used was from mining machines. Masked thresholds for sinus tones were measured with and without HP. The masked thresholds when HP were worn exceeded those without HP up to 250 Hz. In the range which is of interest for acoustic signals, namely from 500 Hz up, the masked threshold with and without HP is approximately equal; partly the signals can be heard better with than without HP.

Jungsbluth and Meisel [15] contradicted the alternative, namely, that HP can either only prevent an accident or only prevent hearing impairment. They conducted a field test with 26 subjects during track tamping work with motorised tamping at a sound level of \( L_{NA} = 97–99 \text{ dB} \), where tyfon signals were sounded. At least it can be said for this pilot study that signal recognition did not always deteriorate when HP were worn.

In a study of the Deutsche Reichsbahn (East German Railways) Lessing and Sauer [12] presented normally hearing and hearing-impaired subjects with signals (siren, horn, stop shouts) with simultaneous noise from a tractor (frequency distribution of \( -3 \text{ dB/octave} \)). Hearing performance was determined with these signals for 26 different subjects, some of whom wore muffs, whereas others had uncovered ears. Normally hearing and almost-normally hearing subjects showed an improvement, hearing-impaired persons showed deterioration in the masked threshold.

Abel et al. [16] studied the perception of signals (1 and 3 kHz) by groups of normally hearing and hearing-impaired persons \( (L_{HLT,1k} = 35 \text{ dB}, \ L_{HLT,3k} = 61 \text{ dB}) \) (HLT—hearing loss tones) with (P) and without (W) plugs. At noise levels of \( L_{NA} = 80 \) to 84 dB there were slight improvements for persons with normal hearing when plugs were worn (–5 to 1.5 dB), and for the hearing-impaired there was an increase in the masked threshold (0 to 33 dB).

In a series of investigations Wilkins and Martin studied the question of how the recognition of warning sounds was affected by HP. On the one hand, they assumed that reduced loudness restricted the character of the warning and hence the effectiveness of such warning sounds declined [17, 18]. The results of the experiments also indicated that perception was reduced when HP were used, especially in the case of rare and unexpected signals which had to be recognised among other signals and noise [5, 19].

Identifying acoustic patterns may be impaired by muffs [20]. In manufacturing processes a change
in the noise spectrum is often taken to mean a certain operating state in the machine or working process. Christ [21] analysed the change in noise in a drop forge, which indicated to the employees that a die had become detached. To ensure that it is still possible to identify these small changes in noise (about $DL_t = 5$ dB from 2 kHz) when HP are being worn, the HP selected must be such that as little as possible is falsified.

The results given by the literature discussed in this section are contradictory. Therefore the study had to be designed in a way that the influence of hearing protection, noise, signals, hearing loss and noise level on signal recognition could be observed. The investigation was carried out in a laboratory under near-real conditions (track laying work). The frequency distributions of the mentioned parameters were taken into account. On the basis of the results, an attempt was made to draw general conclusions concerning the wearing of HP.

### 3. AIM OF THE STUDY

Psycho-acoustic tests were used to examine the influence of HP with respect to the recognition of tyfon signals with the simultaneous presence of interfering noise. Subjects—wearing appropriate HP—were presented with typical noise from track work and with tyfon signals through loudspeakers. In addition it was intended to examine the influence of the sound level as well as of the frequency spectrum of the noise on signal recognition. Since people with noise-induced hearing impairment may also be employed on railway tracks, it was also intended to include the question of how far signal recognition was affected by the subjects’ hearing loss.

Since the frequency response of sound attenuation may influence the perception of signals, an ear plug (Com-Fit, North Safety Products, USA) and ear muffs (Pamir-H4A, Germany) were included in the study (Figure 1). In addition ear muffs with selective band filters were referred to in the study [22]. The muff used (ear muff B) had mechanical band filters installed with the overtones of a tyfon signal at the frequencies of 0.67/0.9/1.13/1.35 kHz. The attenuation of those muffs deteriorated at those frequencies by 10–20 dB as against the usual attenuation.

Two parameters were used in this study to describe signal recognition: (a) the hearing capacity of individuals (hearing performance), i.e., the number of signals heard and their masked threshold; (b) the extent to which individuals correctly identified the three different tyfon signals.

### 4. PROCEDURE OF THE PSYCHO-ACOUSTIC EXPERIMENTS

#### 4.1. Selection of Signals and Noise

The four kinds of noise used in the test were typical for the workplace of track construction workers and covered different spectra (Figure 2). They were N1 (track tamping machine), N2 (corrugated grinding machine), N3 (bed cleaning machine) and N4 (ballast plough) and they were measured close to the subjects’ ears.

![Figure 1. Attenuation $R$ (dB) of hearing protectors (plug, muff).](image)
The tyfon signal is used as an alarm during track construction work. It consists of two sounds: a low one (basic frequency of 225 Hz) and a high one (basic frequency of 675 Hz). During track work the sounds are emitted singly or mixed, and so it is possible to use three sounds: high (H), low (L) and mixed (M). In this study two signal types, high-mixed (HM) and high-low (HL), with a duration in each case of $2 \times 1 = 2$ s, were used (Figures 3, 4).
4.2 Group of Subjects, Hearing Losses

Two groups of subjects took part in the psychoacoustic investigations: 18 normally hearing, male students aged between 23 and 30 (average age: 27) and 45 male German Rail employees aged between 26 and 60 (average age: 49). Since the tyfon signal has its main frequencies in the range of 0.25–3 kHz, the average for three frequencies 0.5/1/2 kHz $L_{HL,T,5/1/2}$ in dB was referred to to evaluate the tonal hearing tests. For the students with normal hearing it was $L_{HL,T,5/1/2} = 3$ dB; the greatest hearing loss between 0.125 and 4 kHz was $L_{HL,T} = 20$ dB.

Among the German Railway employees there were individuals with normal hearing through to those with serious hearing impairment mainly with sensorineural impairment on both sides. The average for tonal hearing losses with the frequencies of 0.5/1/2 kHz was $L_{HL,T,5/1/2} = 2–83$ dB. The 45 railway employees were divided into three groups, each with 15 individuals, in the order of rising hearing loss. The average hearing loss of the German Railway employees had been divided into three groups was $L_{HL,T,5/1/2} = 6/24/56$ dB.

4.3. Test Concept

There were four kinds of noise (N1–N4) and two signals (HM, HL). The levels of the four kinds of noise were fixed at $L_{NA} = 95/96/97$ dB (noted 96 dB) and more, and less 10 dB for the experiments: noted 106 dB and 86 dB. The subjects were presented with signals at five different sound levels in 5-dB increments for each of the two signals (level range 20 dB). The level of the two signals was adjusted to the four kinds of noise in such a way that, with the signal levels presented, the whole range in which the signals were not heard at all or heard 100% was largely covered. So the maximum level of the signals were $L_{SA} = 93–98$ dB for HM and $92–97$ dB for HL, referred to the single four noises.

Then there were eight fixed signal-to-noise ratios between $L_{SA(\text{max})} - L_{NA} = -4$ to 2 dB. For hearing-impaired subjects the signal levels were raised by 5 dB. The order of the two signals, HM and HL, the signal level and the length of pause (4/6/8 s) were random. Each signal was presented 8 times at a corresponding signal level with noise (signals HM, HL: $2 \times 8 \times 5 = 80$ signals). Before each tests the subject was informed about the signals to be heard and the test sequence. Furthermore, before the main test, the subjects were given an informative tape (5 min) with two signals, HM and HL, and three
partial signals which made up the two tyfon signals, namely, H, L and M. The subject was told that the signals to be heard in the test (HM, HL) would be interfered with by noise. When he heard the signal, he had to answer “yes” and then identify the signal: “yes, high-mixed” or “yes, high-low”. Since it could happen that only one partial signal was heard, answers “yes, low”, “yes, high” and “yes, mixed” were also admissible. The sequence for the HP tests is outlined in Table 1.

4.4. Test Arrangement

The tests took place in a small low-reflection room ($4 \times 2 \times 2$ m$^3$). The subject sat 2 m from the two loudspeakers, his head on the axis of the mid-range emitter of the loudspeaker (Figure 5). To record possible irregularities in the sound field at the subject’s head, the third-octave sound frequencies of pink noise (PN) emitted by the loudspeakers were measured in an axial cross 10 cm to the right/left, front/rear and up/down of an anticipated head. The deviations were $+3$ dB in the frequency range from 100 to 10 kHz. The noise and the signals were transferred to two tape recorders, through a mixing console and a pre-amplifier to the loudspeakers. The signal-to-noise ratio was set in an attenuator and at the pre-amplifier.

**TABLE 1. Test Sequence in Hearing Protection Test (Experiments 1 and 2) With Preliminary Test, Noise and Hearing Protection**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noise Sequence</th>
<th>PT</th>
<th>Hearing Protection Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Signals</td>
<td>HM</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (min)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp.</td>
<td>$L_{NA}$ (dB)</td>
<td>HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>W, P, EM, —</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>W, P, EM, EMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>—, P, EM, —</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The subjects’ answers were recorded with a throat microphone and, in order to facilitate a clear correlation of the signal and the response, at the same time that the signals were played.

In each test (57/46 min) the subject wore ear plugs, ear muffs or neither. To ensure that no positioning effects could take place in the eight tests, each subject began with a different test.

4.5. Test Sequence

During the test (Table 1) the subject was given a noise-and-signal tape (N, 11.5 min); between those four individual presentations the subject took a break (B) of 5–10 min; the main test lasted 46 min; the subject wore hearing protection for part of the test (Table 1). Before each test a preliminary test (PT) was conducted with PN exposure ($L_{NA} = 86$ dB) and 40 signals. No HP were worn for the PT. Experiment 1 was an HP test involving only the 18 students with normal hearing. Experiment 2 was an HP test in which the 45 company employees participated. The test was aimed at determining recognition capacity with differing hearing loss (only Experiment 2). The experiments were carried out in four hearing protection situations: without hearing protection (not Experiment 1 at level 106 dB), with plugs, with muffs (only Experiment 1) and with muffs B. The sound level of the noises was $L_{NA} = 86$ to 106 dB in Experiment 1 and only $L_{NA} = 96$ dB in Experiment 2. The sequence of the test is given in Table 1.

5. RESULTS

5.1. Processing of the Results

The test with HP can be divided into sections of 12 min each. For each section, characterised by the noise level ($L_{NA}$), HP and the noise (N), the subjects’ answers were evaluated for the individual signal levels ($DL$) and signals (HM, HL). Hearing performance ($h$) was described by the number of signals heard ($S$) and the number of correctly identified signals HM or HL ($S_{max} = 8$ for each signal, $h = S/8 = 0$ to 1).

From the respective values for hearing and/or identification performance ($h$) for the five signal levels a psychometric function was calculated:

$$a + b \cdot DL = \text{Arctgh}\left(\frac{2h - 1}{g}\right), g = 1.1.$$ 

From this psychometric function [23], which gave the average rise in hearing or recognition performance with the signal-to-noise ratio ($DL$) for each individual subject and test situation, the parameters were determined which were the basis of the evaluation. The threshold ($M$) and the masked slope ($A$) was

$$M = DL(0.5) = -\frac{a}{b};$$

$$A = DL(0.6) - DL(0.4).$$

The measure for hearing and identification performance was primarily the masked threshold ($M$), but also the slope of the signal ($A$). Evaluation of the data with a variance analysis, which assumed normal distribution in the data, was possible because normal distribution in the data for the threshold ($M$) and the slope ($A$) of the signal level was probable, in contrast to the subjects’ answers with high- and low-level values ($DL = -20$ and $DL = 0$), where nonlinear limitation effects occurred (ceiling effect). A portion of the data was evaluated using distribution-free test procedures [24] and the results of those tests essentially agreed with those of this report [25].

Variance analyses and Scheffé tests [26, 27] gave $F$-values. Those $F$-values ($F(n_1/n_2)$) were checked with regard to the error probability of $p = .1$ on the basis of the $F$-distribution.

5.2. Hearing and Identification

Performance of Subjects With Normal Hearing (Experiment 1, Students)

The direct results of the study (percentage of signals heard) are shown in the form of examples in Figure 6. The averages of masked thresholds are shown in Figure 7.

Taking data of Experiment 1 the influence of the sound pressure level ($L_{NA} = 86/96/106$), the different kinds of noise ($N = N1–N4$) and the signals ($Si = HM, HL$) were checked with respect to hearing performance as a function of HP (ear plugs, P; ear muffs EM, ear muffs B, EMB; without HP, W). Corresponding to the design (Table 1) several three-factor variance analyses
Figure 6. Percentage of signals heard at signal levels ($L_A$) for the high-mixed (HM) signal, during noise (N3) with the sound pressure levels $L_{NA} = 87/97/107$ dB, with and without hearing protection. Notes. HP—hearing protectors.

Figure 7. Masked threshold ($M$) of students for the high-mixed (HM) signal with noise (N: 1, 2, 3, 4, Σ) and different levels ($L_{NA} = 86/96/106$ dB) without and with hearing protection (plug, muff, muff B): signal heard (open sign) and identified (filled sign). Notes. HP—hearing protectors.
Figure 8. Percentage of signal, heard from employees with hearing loss ($L_{HLT,5/12} = 6/24/56$ dB) at the sound pressure level ($L_A$) of the high-mixed (HM) signal, averaged over noise $N1$–$N4$ (noise level $L_{NA} = 96$ dB). Notes. HP—hearing protectors.

Figure 9. Masked threshold ($M$) of employees with hearing loss ($L_{HLT,5/12} = 6/24/56$ dB) with noise (N: 1, 2, 3, 4, Σ); level $L_{NA} = 96$ dB, for the high-mixed (HM) signal, without and with hearing protection (plug, muff B): signal heard (open sign) and identified (filled sign). Notes. HP—hearing protectors.
were conducted with repeated measurements, the factors were differently graded ($L_{\text{NA}} \times \text{HP} \times N = 3 \times 2 \times 4; 2 \times 3 \times 4$). The $F$-values of the noise level of the factors ($L_{\text{NA}} = 86/96/106 \text{ dB}: F(2, 34) = 26.1–28.6; L_{\text{NA}} = 86, 96 \text{ dB}: F(1, 17) = 19.0 –27.4$), noise (N = N1–N4: $F(3, 51) = 164–175; F(3, 51) = 192–222$) and hearing protection (HP = P, EM: $F(1, 17) = 133–159$; HP = W, P, EM: $F(2, 34) = 40.9–51.3$) were significant for the two signals (HM, HT).

The $F$-values of the interaction effects indicate that the influence of HP changes with the noise level (interaction effect HP: $L_{\text{NA}}$) and also with the noise (interaction effect HP-N).

The influence of the factors of noise level, type of noise and HP on hearing performance ($M_{\text{HT}}$) ($M$—masked threshold; HT—hearing threshold) can be seen in Figure 7. Hearing performance ($M_{\text{HT}}$) generally decreases as the noise level rises. The deterioration in hearing performance, i.e., the rise in the masked threshold with the rising level, is clear. The masked threshold increases with the rise in noise level from $L_{\text{NA}} = 86$ to 96 or 106 dB by $DM_{\text{HT,W,EM}} = 1$ to 3 dB.

The influence of the factors of noise level, type of noise and HP on hearing performance ($M_{\text{HT}}$) when plugs, rather than muffs, are worn. With individual noises at $L_{\text{NA}} = 96 \text{ dB}$, the improvement in the masked threshold is on average $DM_{\text{HT,P-W}} = -(1$ to 3$) \text{ dB}$ with plugs, and the deterioration caused by muffs is $DM_{\text{HT,EM-W}} = 0$ to 6 dB (Figures 6, 7). But the hearing threshold when HP are worn is additionally determined by the type of noise. Comparing N3 and N4 (at $L_{\text{NA}} = 96 \text{ dB}$, signal HM), the masked threshold is almost equal for the unprotected ear and for plugs for N3/N4 $M_{\text{HT,W}} = -11.1 \text{ dB}/-12.0 \text{ dB}$ and $M_{\text{HT,P}} = -13.3 \text{ dB}/-13.1 \text{ dB}$. If, on the other hand, ear muffs are worn, the masked threshold only deteriorates with the noise N3; for N3 $M_{\text{HT,EM}} = -6.8 \text{ dB}$ and for N4 it still holds that $M_{\text{HT,EM}} = -11.3 \text{ dB}$.

Masked thresholds ($M_{\text{RT}}$) are given in Figure 7. The masked threshold for the signals heard is on average $M_{\text{RT}} = -11.4 \text{ dB}$ and rises for correctly identified signals by $DM_{\text{RT-HT}} = -2.2 \text{ dB}$ to $M_{\text{RT}} = -9.2 \text{ dB}$. The deviations between the masked threshold of signals correctly heard and those correctly identified, however, increase with noise N3 and when ear muffs are worn by $DM_{\text{RT-HT}} = 3 \text{ dB}$.

5.3. Hearing and Identification

Performance of Subjects With Hearing Losses (Experiment 2, Railway Employees)

The results of Experiment 2 serve to check the influence of the hearing threshold of subjects ($L_{\text{HLT,5/1/2}} = 6/24/56 \text{ dB}$), of different noise (N = N1–N4) and of signals (HM, HL) on hearing performance ($M_{\text{HT}}$) when HP are worn (ear plugs, P; ear muffs B, EMB; without HP, W); for results see Figures 8 and 9. The effect of muffs was no longer tested for persons with hearing losses because clear disadvantages of the muffs were already evident with normally hearing persons. Three-factor variance analyses were conducted with repeated measurements, the factors being differently graded.

As can be seen from variance analyses ($L_{\text{HT}} \times \text{HP} \times N = 3 \times 3 \times 4$), the factor of the hearing threshold of subjects ($L_{\text{HT}}$: $F(2, 42) = 38.3 –41.8$) and noises (N: $F(3, 126) = 114.0–222.0$) at signals (HM, HL) was significant. The influence of HP can be seen in the significant $F$-values of the interaction effects ($F(4, 84) = 3.99–6.78$), i.e., HP influence hearing performance ($M_{\text{HT}}$) only if the influence of the subjects’ hearing loss or noise is also included. Figure 8 outlines the proportion of the signals heard in relation to those presented.

The influence of the subjects’ hearing loss ($L_{\text{HT}}$) on the masked threshold is very clear (Figure 9): the masked threshold increased significantly on average $DM_{\text{HT,56-6}} = 7 \text{ dB}$ in the group of subjects with a hearing loss of $L_{\text{HT,5/1/2}} = 56 \text{ dB}$ as compared to the two groups of subjects with lower hearing losses ($L_{\text{HT,5/1/2}} = 6/24 \text{ dB}$). In the two groups of subjects with low hearing losses ($L_{\text{HT,5/1/2}} = 6/24 \text{ dB}$) hearing performance increased slightly due to the ear plugs (as compared to no HP): the masked threshold fell in the group with normal hearing ($L_{\text{HT}} = 6 \text{ dB}$) on average by $DM_{\text{HT,P-W}} = -1.5 \text{ dB}$, and this improvement was partly significant. In the group with a hearing loss of $L_{\text{HT}} = 24 \text{ dB}$ the masked threshold remained unchanged. For the group of the hearing-impaired ($L_{\text{HT}} = 56 \text{ dB}$) it can be seen that there was a
significant deterioration in the masked threshold of \( DM_{HT,P-W} = (1-3) \) dB when ear plugs were worn.

The results for the identification performance are given in Figure 10, the corresponding masked thresholds \( (M_{RT}) \) are given in Figure 9 averaged over noise. For the hearing-impaired \( (L_{HLT} = 56 \) dB) the hearing and identification performance \( (M_{HT}, M_{RT}) \) was significantly lower than that for the subjects with a hearing loss of \( L_{HLT} = 6/24 \) dB. The influence of HP—indicated by the interaction effect with the masked threshold—can be seen for those with normal hearing \( (L_{HLT} = 6 \) dB) in the partly significant reduction by \( DM_{RT,P-W} = -1.5 \) dB in the masked threshold \( (M_{RT}) \) for the correctly identified signals (HM, HL) when the ear plugs are worn (P) as against the unprotected ear (W). For the hearing-impaired subjects \( (L_{HLT} = 56 \) dB) the masked threshold deteriorated significantly by \( DM_{RT,P-W} = 2.5 \) dB when ear plugs or ear muffs B were worn as compared with the unprotected ear.

6. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The reduction in hearing capacity with a rising level and a highly interesting difference in hearing performance between individual HP situations can be explained by the masking and loudness theory [9, 28]. Using Zwicker’s loudness method [28, 29] it is possible to calculate in advance the masked threshold from the loudness of the noise and of the signal in each frequency group (critical band). If one wishes to estimate the effect of wearing HP, i.e., a frequency-dependent reduction in the sound level, a distinction must be drawn between the masking within the critical band and remote masking. A reduction in level has little influence over masking. Within the critical band or one-third-octave band the signal-to-noise ratio \( DL_4 = L_{Sc} - L_{Nt} \) is maintained but the non-linearities are poorer [11]. Therefore a largely frequency-independent level reduction improves the hearing capacity. This explains the better hearing performance at levels of about 70 dB (with plugs) compared to levels of about 90 dB (without plugs) (Figure 6)
and the lower masked threshold when plugs are used (Figures 6, 7).

In the case of noise where sound intensity varies considerably over the frequency, remote-masking must also be included. Remote masking increases as the intensity of the masking noise grows, mainly the signal fractions of the frequencies being masked whose frequencies are higher than those of the noise (upward-spread of masking). The spectrum of the masking noise thus also exercises an influence on the change in signal recognition due to the wearing of HP. Noise with high sound levels at frequencies of up to 0.5 kHz has a greater masking action when muffs are worn than for broadband or high-frequency noise. The ratio of the intensity of lower-frequency noise to the intensity of higher-frequency signals can increase up to 20 dB if muffs are worn [30].

For noise with stronger sound levels at frequencies below 500 Hz (noise N1, N2, N3, $L_{NA} = 96$ dB) the difference in masked thresholds (for the signals HM and HL) when ear plugs (P) and muffs (EM) are being worn in relation to the unprotected ear (W) is $DM_{HT,P-W} = -(0.5$ to $2.5)$ dB and $DM_{HT,EM-W} = (0.5$ to $5.5)$ dB, respectively; for noise with larger portions of higher frequencies (noise N4) only small differences were obtained for the masked thresholds: with ear plugs and with muffs $DM_{HT,P-W} = -(1$ to $1.5)$ dB and $DM_{HT,EM-W} = (0$ to $1)$ dB (see also Figure 7).

The differences calculated using Zwicker’s loudness methods and those determined in the experiment are of the same magnitude. The predictions, made in accordance with the calculation procedure [25, 31], that N1, N2, N3 worsen hearing performance when ear muffs are worn (as compared to no HP) and that the noise N4 hardly changes hearing performance are true. The hearing performance of a plug-protected ear is not much better.

The fact that in the studies to date there have been reports in some case of no changes [14] or only improvements [12] in hearing performance of normally hearing subjects when HP are worn is probably due to the selection of the noise spectrum and the type of HP. For example, Levin only used broadband noises whose octave levels were largely independent of the frequency. In addition the results for a number of HP were averaged with different sound attenuation. Lessing and Sauer [12] conducted their study with ear muffs which already had a very high sound attenuation at low frequencies, and furthermore the noise spectrum from 200 Hz is largely independent of frequency.

The only way to predict hearing performance is to take into account information about frequency distributions. So the loudness method can be used to ensure adequate perception of signals and interfering noises with and without HP [25, 32]. On the one hand it was checked whether the loudness of the signal was greater than that of the interfering noise in at least one frequency band; on the other the total increase in loudness from the signal was determined. On the basis of the change in this determination of loudness it is possible to check the influence of HP. These procedures are used successfully in selecting HP for noise areas in road traffic and railway systems [31, 33, 34, 35].

The influence of the subjects’ hearing threshold on hearing performance was examined in Experiment 2, only with plugs. The third-octave band level of the noises and the tyfon signals were, in the frequency range of $f_t = 0.25–2$ kHz ($L_{NA} = 96$ dB), higher than $L_{St}$, $L_{Nt} > 80$ dB; the company employees’ hearing losses were in most cases $L_{HL,T,f} < 80$ dB in this range. Although for nearly all company employees the third-octave band levels of the noise and the tyfon signals were clearly above the subjects’ quiet hearing threshold, the masked threshold (for the signals HM and HL) acquired higher values with increasing hearing loss. As the average hearing loss ($L_{HL,T} = 6/24/56$ dB) increased, the masked threshold increased; with the unprotected ear it was $M_{HT} = -10/9.9/4.3$ dB and $M_{HT} = -11.4/10.2/2.2$ dB when plugs were worn (for corresponding values for HM see Figure 9). A higher masked threshold for signals for subjects with hearing loss was also observed by other authors [36, 37, 38]) and also for speech [39]. It is partly assumed that at higher sound levels and with hearing-impaired persons the auditory filters of the perception are wider [40].

The calculation of a linear regression (Figure 11) yielded a rise in the masked threshold of the tyfon signals for the unprotected ear and for the ear protected with ear plugs of $DM_{HT,W} = 1.2$ dB and
$DM_{HT,P} = 1.9$ dB, respectively, per 10-dB rise in the average hearing loss over the frequencies 0.5/1/2 kHz.

Figure 11 reveals that with low hearing losses—as also shown in this section—the masked threshold with the use of ear plugs was lower than with the unprotected ear. Only with hearing losses of above $L_{HLT} = 20–30$ dB did the masked threshold with ear plugs exceed that without HP. Two groups of subjects were therefore formed in each case for the range above and below the hearing loss of $L_{HLT} = 30$ dB. Below the limit for the masked threshold the average was formed, and above the limit a linear regression was calculated. This is shown in Figure 11. The correlation coefficients were calculated from the masked thresholds above the limit of $L_{HLT} = 30$ dB for 18 subjects ($r = .56–.65$). They did not differ substantially from those for all 45 subjects ($r = .74–.85$). Tyler [37] indicated for sinus tones masked by white noise, a correlation of between hearing loss and the level of the sinus tones. Lessing and Sauer [12] also reported deterioration in hearing performance of subjects with a rising hearing loss when wearing HP as compared with the unprotected ear.

With the subjects’ hearing loss all types of noise caused a slight different increase of the masked threshold. Noise (N1, N2, N3) with a higher proportion of low frequencies influenced hearing performance somewhat more than noise with higher frequency portions. The difference between the masked threshold (for the signals HM and HL) for the ear protected by ear plugs and that for the unprotected ear was for the three groups of subjects with average hearing losses $L_{HLT} = 6/24/56$ dB for the three kinds of noise (N1, N2, N3) $DM_{HT,P-W} = -2/0/(2–3)$ dB, and for the noise N4 $DM_{HT,P-W} = -0.5/0/1$ dB (see also Figure 9). The somewhat increased masking of the signals by low-frequency noises for subjects with greater hearing losses could be due to the more pronounced remote masking with impaired-hearing persons [37, 38].

If one compares the influence of HP, which is of particular interest here, while taking account of the hearing losses between the signals HM and HL heard and those correctly identified, it can be seen that the identification of signals is especially difficult under conditions where hearing performance takes on a poor value, too. With normally hearing subjects hearing performance and identification performance improve when ear plugs are used (as compared to no HP) by $DM_{HT,P-W} = DM_{RT,P-W} = -(1$ to $2)$ dB (Figures 7, 9). On the other hand the difference in

---

**Figure 11.** Linear regression between masked threshold ($M$) and hearing loss ($L_{HLT,5/1/2 ≥ 2/30}$ dB) for 45/18 subjects, high-low (HL) signal, four kinds of noise ($ΣN$), $L_{NA} = 96$ dB. Notes. HP—hearing protectors.
the masked threshold between the situation where muff s are worn and that without HP increases for identification performance ($M_{RT}$) as against hearing performance ($M_{HT}$) for low-frequency noise; for that noise (N1, N2, N3) the following holds: $DM_{RT, P-W} = (1 \text{ to } 8) \text{ dB as against } DM_{HT, P-W} = (1 \text{ to } 6) \text{ dB.}$ On average the increase in the masked threshold for identification tasks is for the normally hearing and for the hearing-impaired subjects ($L_{HLT} = 3 \text{ to } 6, 56 \text{ dB}$) about the same ($DM_{RT-HT} = 5–7 \text{ dB}$ (Figures 7, 9).

The results for hearing performance for ear muffs fitted with band filters are among the normally hearing subjects and those with impaired hearing at about the same level as the results obtained for the unprotected ear (Figures 7, 9).

7. SHORT SUMMARY

The results of the hearing tests can be summarised as follows. For subjects with normal hearing the hearing tests showed that, when ear plugs were worn, on average the subjects’ hearing performance slightly improved (as compared to no HP). If, however, the subjects wore ear muffs, on average their hearing performance deteriorated. Depending on the interference noise the subjects were exposed to, the reduction in hearing performance varied when ear muffs were used. The low-frequency interference noise (N3) gave rise to a major deterioration in hearing performance when ear muffs were worn (as compared to no HP), while with the high-frequency interference noise (N4) hearing performance remained almost unchanged (Figures 6, 7).

If the subjects whose average hearing loss—measured at the frequencies of 0.5/1/2 kHz—did not exceed 20 dB wore ear plugs, the tyfon signals were heard on average equally well or slightly better. But if the hearing losses were above 20 dB and those subjects wore ear plugs, the higher their hearing losses, the more their perception of the tyfon signals deteriorated (as compared to HP) (Figures 8, 9).

A masked threshold of 1 dB corresponded to about 10 to 15% of heard or identified signals. For example, if the percentage of signals heard was about 50% for the unprotected ear, then the subjects heard about 75% with plugs (masked threshold –2 dB) and less than 10% with muffs (masked threshold 4 dB) (noise N3, $L_{NA} = 96 \text{ dB, signal HM}$; Figure 6).

8. PROPOSALS FOR NOISY AREAS

The general conclusion is that when selecting HP, the frequency distribution of noise, signals, attenuation and hearing loss has to be taken into consideration. But where HP cannot be adapted to the spectrum of the signals and noise, which is normally the case, hearing protection with, as far as possible, frequency-independent attenuation (plugs) should be used and the hearing loss of the people (using it) should be small.

With the help of the results of these experiments it is possible to estimate the influence of individual parameters on signal recognition. It is intended here not only to show the influence of the individual parameters of this experiment on the masked threshold, as can be seen in Figures 7 and 9. It is also intended to estimate roughly the maximum variation for these parameters (given in brackets). The level and spectrum of the noise (5 dB), the hearing protection (8 dB), the nature of the signal (3 dB) and the hearing loss (10 dB) are the influencing factors. Additionally it must be taken into consideration that the masked threshold increases at up to 10 dB if subjects do not concentrate on signal recognition, which is normally the case, but on the work task [41]. Furthermore the threshold of identification is approximately 3–7 dB above the threshold of hearing (Figures 7, 9). Of course these values and their variations were only derived from the parameters used in these experiments. However, the sound level and spectrum of the noise, the hearing protection and the hearing losses varied considerably systematically and so it seems possible to make generally applicable statements within certain limits. However it is questionable whether the difference between hearing and identification, which was only determined for those two signals, can be applied to other signals. Because of the given masked threshold, the psychometric function was known and the signal-to-noise ratio could be calculated for a defined
given hearing performance. For practical purposes the performance for heard or identified signals should be between 90 and 99%. To achieve such a performance the signal-to-noise ratio must be about 3 to 8 dB higher than the masked threshold at 50%. If one considers the influencing factors mentioned, one needs a signal-to-noise ratio of 5 to 10 dB to ensure reliable identification of signals. But if persons with hearing impairment are admitted and offered muffs, and if different signals have to be identified, a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 to 15 dB is necessary.

In the past a discussion on a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio led to similar results. Symanowski [42] referred to a necessary signal-to-noise ratio (99% of the subjects hear the signals) of $DL_A = 4.5$ to 7 dB. Patterson [43] obtained a result that, to ensure reliable recognition of a danger signal, four or more spectral components must be 15 dB above the masked threshold, but they should not exceed a margin of 25 dB. Tran Quoc and Hétu [44] concluded from their investigations that a danger signal should exceed ambient noise by 13 dB with a third-octave analysis. Wilkins and Martin [45] therefore proposed a margin of between 10 and 15 dB above the masked threshold to ensure that a signal attracts attention and is recognised. Wilkins and Martin [5, 17] pointed out that a signal-to-noise ratio of $DL_A = 15$ to 18 dB may not be sufficient to recognise signals that rarely take place. In the specifications of Harris [46] a signal-to-noise ratio of $+10$ dB was proposed where third-octave filters were used. A summarised study by Malter and Guski [47] also came to the conclusion that a signal-to-noise ratio of $DL_A/DL = 10$ to 15 dB was necessary.

The results of these experiments and this short overview lead to a necessary signal-to-noise ratio of $DL_A = L_{SA} - L_{NA} = 10$ to 15 dB, also laid down in ISO 7731:2003 [8] and EN 457:1992 [48] as a general requirement for safe and quick signal recognition. If such high signal-to-noise ratios are not practicable, which is normally the case in situ, e.g., because of high noise levels or an excessive distance between the worker and the signal source, it may arise that signals are overheard and that the risk of an accident is greater. To ensure maximum identifiability of danger signals the following steps are recommended:

- adherence to $DL_A = 15, ..., 25$ dB,
- high density of the signal sources (small distance between the signal source and the ear),
- lowering the noise level ($L_{NA}$) with the help of technical measures [49] and
- using almost frequency-independent HP (plugs).

If $DL_A \leq 15$ dB, it is necessary to:

- determine the level and spectrum of the noises and signals,
- determine the employees’ audiograms,
- select the signal in accordance with the spectrum of the noise and the audiogram,
- select specific hearing protection according to the level and spectrum of the noise, of the signal and of the audiogram.
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